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Greenwashing  ?

Greenwashing is designed “to make people believe 
that your company is doing more to protect 

the environment than it really is.” 
- Cambridge Dictionary



Conceptual framework

Sustainability performance of the companySustainability performance 
of the company
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Greenwashing risk

Lost opportunity ?



Whys is that a problem ?

• Ethics

• May slow ecological transition down

• Destroys credibility of all sustainability claims



How do  experts perceive 
sustainability communication ?

Environmental claims in the EU: Inventory and reliability assessment Final report, European Commission 2020

‘… a considerable share of environmental claims (53.3%) provide vague, 
misleading or unfounded information about products’ environmental 
characteristics across the EU and across a wide range of product categories …



How do  consumers perceive 
sustainability communication ?

Wim Vermeulen / Gino Verleye 2022

Reality is bad but perception is worse than reality !



How do  consumers perceive 
sustainability communication ?

Wim Vermeulen / Gino Verleye 2022



Regulatory Framework



Translation in guidelines (Belgium)



Self-regulation body



Future legislation

European Green claims Directive (probably as of 2026):

The proposal includes:

•clear criteria on how companies should prove their environmental claims and labels;
•requirements for these claims and labels to be checked by an independent and accredited verifier
•new rules on governance of environmental labelling schemes to ensure they are solid, transparent and reliable.

The proposed Directive furthermore requires companies to provide clear and accurate information about the 
environmental impact of their products or services. It also prohibits unsubstantiated or vague environmental claims. 

A claim is defined as any message or representation, not required by applicable law, that states or implies a positive 
impact on the environment. 

Source: KPMG



Example



The Belgian regulator agreed that while MSC 
was allowed in principle to communicate about 
his commitment to a compensation scheme, 
the average consumer was likely to interpret 
the logo, with its absolute wording, much more 
generally than the compensation scheme in 
question would allow for. Belgian regulator JEP 
also found that the logo itself was likely to be 
interpreted as coming from an independent 
third party, rather than being the advertiser’s 
own creation and upheld the complaint.

Example



Example



Example



The Jury considered that the visual 
representing the globe, in the centre of 
which appears the Amazon, between 
two protective hands to suggests that 
the consumption of the promoted 
coffee would favor the protection of the 
planet.

Example



Example



Example



Several types of greenwashing



A cycle of greenwashing ?

My sector is
heavily

criticised

I need to 
improve my
performance

I want some
‘return’ on 

my
sustainability
investment

I ‘brag’ about 
it

I am accused
of 

greenwashing



Always someone else’s greenwasher ?

Start

Better future

What a 
journey it 

was

They are 
so late !

They don’t 
understand 

How ‘perfect’ should you be before you speak up’ ?



Why ?



Thank you !
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